What is the real size of a sampled network? The case of the Internet.
Most data concerning the topology of complex networks are the result of mapping projects which bear intrinsic limitations and cannot give access to complete, unbiased datasets. A particularly interesting case is represented by the physical Internet. Router-level Internet mapping projects generally consist of sampling the network from a limited set of sources by using traceroute probes. This methodology, akin to the merging of spanning trees from the different sources to a set of destinations, leads necessarily to a partial, incomplete map of the Internet. The determination of the real Internet topology characteristics from such sampled maps is therefore, in part, a problem of statistical inference. In this paper we present a twofold contribution in order to address this problem. First, we argue that inference of some of the standard topological quantities is, in fact, a version of the so-called "species" problem in statistics, which is important in categorizing the problem and providing some indication of its inherent difficulties. Second, we tackle the issue of estimating arguably the most basic of network characteristics-its number of nodes-and propose two estimators for this quantity, based on subsampling principles. Numerical simulations, as well as an experiment based on probing the Internet, suggest the feasibility of accounting for measurement bias in reporting Internet topology characteristics.